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Opinion - The article is indicated as approved, with mandatory changes, suggestions and notes 

were made in text and the necessary observations for adequacy placed in this opinion. All 

observations made in the text and in this report are made with the aim of contributing to the 

authors' work and enabling an even greater development of its quality. 

The article fits the scope of the magazine, presenting a relevant and current work topic as well 

as a good development of the arguments proposed by the authors. 

 

 

ATTENTION: Any changes made to the text should be made in red for identification. 

NOTE: All mandatory changes pointed in the review will be highlighted in the text (both in 

these notes and in the text with comments) in bold, underlined, red, these need to be done for 

the text to be approved. 

 

 

Introduction and methodology: Both chapters are written subdivided into several 

titles, which causes a topic structure when reading, making reading more difficult and less 

explanatory. It is suggested that subtitles not be used in these chapters, that both should be 

written in a continuous sequence of paragraphs and in place of the subtitles a paragraph or a 

sentence that connects the text should be placed, aiming to make the reading more explanatory 

and more fluid. 

Also in the methodology it is recommended to check whether there are exponents in the 

mentioned methods, any author or theory that can support the proposed debate, in addition it is 

also important to connect the methodology with the text, explaining why the chosen methods 

contribute to the proposal made, how these methods are connected to the analyzes that will be 

carried out, their relevance to explain the proposal, etc. 

 

 

Conclusion: The conclusion is presented very briefly, without actually addressing all 

the points of the text, which, despite being a review of the European issue in general, makes a 

comparative parallel all the time with Ukraine, making the Ukrainian position towards to adopt 

these European terms, the difficulties, desires and fears that these changes may cause in the 

country's educational system become a central element for the debate and, as a central element, 
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must appear in the conclusions, together with the authors' observations on these questions (more 

notes were specifically placed in the form of comments in the resent text). 

The last paragraph of the discussion could be incorporated with some adaptations into 

the conclusion, it has more of a conclusive tone than just an analytical one. 

 

 

References: In the list of references there are several incomplete references, missing 

author names, it is necessary to change. 

 


